The ‘Su’a Senakut’ is Thai royal guard tunic. The objectives of this study were: (1) to investigate the design origin and the symbolic message of ‘Su’a Senakut’ in Thai culture and its international links, (2) to find out the initial date when ‘Su’a Senakut’ became available in Siam (Thailand), and (3) to review the preservation and revival of ‘Su’a Senakut’ pattern in Thai fashion nowadays.

The examination of surviving textile samples in available collections reveal that motif designs of ‘Su’a Senakut’ were possibly derived from those on old Chinese metal armors rather than from ‘Kala’ as Guy suggested. The motif depicted on the Heavenly King who guarded the Buddha or Bodhisattva. It was also symbolically corresponded to the message that Thai king has held the position of ‘Bodhisattva’.

Although ‘Su’a Senakut’ is Thai court’s cloth, it had historically been made to order in India by using Indian painted and block printed techniques. The earliest record of ‘Su’a Senakut’ initiation was from the 16th century during the Ayutthaya period under the reign of King Naresuan (1590-1605).

Recently during the reign of King Rama 9 (1946-2016) to present, ‘Su’a Senakut’ has still been in use, but only in the royal barge procession. However these tunics were re-made by using the silk-screen printing technique in Thailand. The Indian made old textile samples are now preserved in the national museum, Bangkok. In the revival of its pattern, the young Thai designers have applied digital printing technique to make T-shirts and shirts. It is an evocative fashion for TV drama and popular merchandise for today’s society.
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